Comparison of standard carbidopa-levodopa and sustained-release carbidopa-levodopa in Parkinson's disease: pharmacokinetic and quality-of-life measures.
We compared clinical, pharmacokinetic, and quality-of-life measures in patients with Parkinson's disease (PD) who were on standard carbidopa-levodopa (Std-L) and after conversion to sustained-release carbidopa-levodopa 50/200 (L-CR). A total of 20 PD patients with motor fluctuations participated in the study and 18 completed it. There were 10 women and eight men, with a mean age of 67.5 years and a mean disease duration of 9.9 years. All patients underwent 10-h pharmacokinetic and clinical evaluations while on Std-L and again while on L-CR. The patients maintained diaries for 2 days before the 10-h evaluations and completed a sickness impact profile (SIP) while on Std-L and again while on L-CR. The total daily levodopa intake was significantly greater with L-CR because of the reduced bioavailability of the L-CR. The mean daily levodopa dosage was 569 mg for Std-L compared with 751 mg for L-CR. The patients performed better in walking time, Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (motor score), and tapping total with L-CR, although the improvement was not statistically significant. There was no significant difference in dyskinesias between the two preparations. The plasma levodopa levels and the areas under the curve were significantly greater with L-CR. "On" time as measured by patient diaries was significantly greater for L-CR. There was no significant difference in the total SIP scores for patients on the two preparations, but patients had significantly better home management and mobility while on L-CR. In conclusion, L-CR resulted in more "on" time with greater plasma levodopa levels, which resulted in better home management and mobility.